Minister’s Word

Towards Christmas and into the January
holiday period we see people planning for
trips away from home. They might be going
for a holiday, or just for Christmas Day yet in
small and large ways we see an exodus with
people setting out on a journey.
The theme of going on a journey is strong
in the scripture readings in the seasons of
Advent, Christmas, and Epiphany. Whether
it is the journey of Mary and Joseph to
Bethlehem, and in one gospel also the flight
to Egypt, the journey of the Magi seeking the
sign of the nascent star that points to the
birth of a new ruler, or the hurried journey
of shepherds leaving their flocks to seek the
baby called Jesus. Each story illuminates
a leaving of the familiar and a seeking of
something that God will reveal to them.
Journeys can incite a range of emotions and
heightened states, anxiety, anticipation,
hope, sadness, and excitement for there
are new and risky possibilities. They often
take planning and checking that we know
where we are we going, with GPS or street
directories on hand to see if we are going in
the right directions and decisions about what
mode of transport to take. And what about
the places we choose to stay, to rest and
pause to take in the view or find sustenance.
The inward journey and the outward journeys
go together.
For the last 38 years we have travelled to
Rod’s immediate family for Christmas lunch.
The travel time has often been at least an
hour as we join the heavy traffic of others
going to their family gatherings. This year
will be different, the immediate family will
be coming our way, and we meet with the
extended family separately at another time.
A journey will still be happening, yet this
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journey will be like in the story of the Magi
taking ‘a journey home that is different from
the usual way.’
I invite you to contemplate your own Advent
and Christmas journeys this year—what
might be different? What do you notice that
reminds you of the gospel story’s characters
who take a journey leaving what is familiar
and trusting in the news that God will bring?
In this Holy Season we might ponder anew
what are the deeper lasting things that sustain
our inner lives, Hope, Peace, Joy, and Love.
Let us take a journey in this Holy Season
where our inner longings match our outer
experience, to find Christ anew amongst us
with family, companions, and strangers. Let
us look beyond the tinsel to see and hear
God is present in vulnerable humility, in
blessed disturbances that unsettle us and in
revelations of glorious light.
I finish with a section from the poem:
The Journey of the Magi by T. S. Eliot,
Collected Poems 1909–1962. Faber, 1974.

‘A cold coming we had of it,
Just the worst time of the year
For a journey, and such a long journey:
The ways deep and the weather sharp,
The very dead of winter.’
And the camels galled, sore-footed,
refractory,
Lying down in the melting snow.
There were times we regretted
The summer palaces on slopes, the terraces,
And the silken girls bringing sherbet.
Then the camel men cursing and grumbling
And running away, and wanting their liquor
and women,
And the night-fires going out, and the lack of
shelters,
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And the cities hostile and the towns unfriendly
And the villages dirty and charging high
prices:
A hard time we had of it.
At the end we preferred to travel all night,
Sleeping in snatches,
With the voices singing in our ears, saying
That this was all folly . . .
All this was a long time ago, I remember,
And I would do it again, but set down
This set down
This:were we led all that way for
Birth or Death? There was a Birth, certainly,
We had evidence and no doubt. I had seen
birth and death,
But had thought they were different;

this Birth was Hard and bitter agony for us,
like Death, our death.
We returned to our places, these Kingdoms,
But no longer at ease here, in the old
dispensation,
With an alien people clutching their gods.
I should be glad of another death.
The poem’s section highlights a significant
inner and outer journey which finishes with a
holy restlessness and a challenging meaning.
May our inner and outer journeys in this Holy
Season of Advent and Christmas help us to
find new insights that can shape our future
and enliven our faith.
Blessings and Peace to all.
Rev. Lynette Dungan

Church Council Report
October 2022
Key matters discussed and decisions made
at the online meeting of Church Council (CC)
on 12 October 2022 and progress since then
are outlined below.
Supply Ministry
Rev. Lynette Dungan as Supply Minister
has agreed to continue her Supply Ministry
role to Easter 2023. The relevant form to
formalise this arrangement will be submitted
to Presbytery before the end of 2022.
Meetings with Ormond Uniting Church
The latest meeting was held on Wednesday
2 November 2022. In advance of the
meeting, St John’s provided a copy of our
2013 Placement Profile, draft goals/future
directions to consider for future Ministry, and
an overview of the Opportunity Shop.
The November meeting explored each
congregation’s interests in different forms
of worship, key focus areas for each
congregation,
activities/initiatives
being
undertaken by each congregation, and the
role of Ministers in these.
Ormond’s preference to be involved in Sunday
Night Live at St John’s rather than conduct
joint Sunday morning worship was noted,
as was the attendance of several Ormond
members at the October Sunday Night Live.
The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday
1 February 2023. Between now and then,
Ormond will provide a copy of its previous
Placement Profile and outcomes of its review
of this, and further discussion will occur via
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email on any role Ormond is interested in
playing with the Op Shop and on innovative
models within Presbytery for the Treasurer
role within congregations. Opportunities for
members of each congregation to participate
in the other congregation’s activities/events
will also be shared and encouraged.
Memorial Peace Garden Dedication
Church Council members provided (and
have heard from congregation members)
very positive feedback about the dedication
ceremony. Philip Liebelt has been thanked
and paid for his taking of the worship service
and for travel expenses. Church Council
thanks were also passed on to everyone who
had been involved in organising and carrying
out the ceremony and the lunch afterwards.
Synod advice on Foster Street financial
outcomes for St John’s
Formal advice on Foster Street property sale
proceeds and investment of the St John’s
portion of proceeds was received from Synod
in mid-September 2022.
(i) Proceeds for St John’s
• $2,176,065 invested in two separate
UEthical Money for Mission Fund (MFMF):
Elsternwick UC accounts 90% in an
account focused on share investments,
and 10% in an account generating
interest returns.
• +$250,000 for major maintenance/
refurbishments in other St John’s
properties.+ $150,000 sinking fund for

future major maintenance which may
arise.
(ii) Estimated annual return from UEthical
investments (for a 7 year period) of $87,000
• The return on investment is available to
the congregation for use and is not tied
to a specific purpose.
• The distribution is in July and January
and an extra payment in approximately
October for franking credits.
• On the estimated rates of return for the
MFMF – 4% is used in the Synod modelling
as a reasonable long term expectation of
MFM return for investment in the MFMF.
This allows for the fluctuations that occur
over time in the stock market. The returns
are a combination of “interest” on cash
investments, and share returns in the
form of dividends and imputation credits.
While some of the investment returns are
generated from “cash” type investments
earning “interest” as this represents only
10% of the investment made in MFM,
the larger part of returns comes from
equity/shares dividends and imputation/
franking credits, which form 90% of a
MFMF investment. These are far more
related to company performance than
general interest rates etc. The capital
value will rise and fall over time, but the
distributions are resulting from earnings
of the investment and not in any form of
capital value appreciation.
• The distribution is based on the number
of units of investment at the time of
distribution.
Planning for major maintenance and
refurbishment of properties
Synod has advised St John’s that access to
the $400,000 in the two special maintenance
funds ($250,000 and $150,000) created
from Foster Street property proceeds for St
John’s requires Synod’s Property Applications
Review Team (PART) approval because it
is Property Sale Proceeds regardless of
maintenance cost thresholds.
Church Council is currently looking at
significant maintenance needs (including
roofing repairs and painting at the Glen
Huntly Road, Kooyong Road and Jupiter
Street manse) and obtaining quotes on
these, ahead of presenting a package of
proposed maintenance activity to Synod and
PART for approval.
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Completion of Child Safe training module
Most Church Council members (and Ken as
our Safe Church representative) were able
to complete the National Child Safe Training
Workbook Module 1 together on Sunday 9
October 2022. Lynette has offered to conduct
a further training session for those unable to
attend.
Changes to audit requirements
Church Council noted Synod advice on
audit
requirements
for
congregations
which separated congregations into three
categories based on their annual income.
St John’s annual income placed it within
the second category meaning it is required
to have a review of its annual financial
statements rather than requiring a complete
audit to be undertaken.
Cathy’s volunteer award
The Church Council Chairperson, Patricia,
nominated Cathy for a Volunteer Award in an
awards program conducted by the local State
Member for Caulfield, David Southwick. Cathy
and Lynette attended the awards ceremony at
the end of October at which Cathy’s volunteer
contributions were duly recognised. Church
Council remains extremely appreciative of
the incredible contribution Cathy makes to
St John’s Church and the Opportunity Shop.
Mission and Service contribution for 2023
The Port Phillip East Presbytery Treasurer has
forwarded a request to St John’s to increase
our Mission and Service contribution of
$17,500 (2022) to $17,850 for 2023 – an
increase of 2% from our 2022 commitment.
Church Council will be considering this
request at its December meeting.
Michael
Church Council Secretary

First birthday!

Birthday greetings to Aaron who has turned
one. Also to Sarah who is celebrating her
birthday soon. Sarah works at Uganda’s
Makerere University and attended St John’s
while studying for her doctorate.

From the wider church
Snippets from the Uniting Church Australia-wide

Horn of Africa Famine
The above banner on the Act for Peace (AfP) website
underscores conditions in the Horn of Africa and the
urgent need for action.
Why is action needed?
The failure of rains for five successive seasons has forced
families to leave home in search of food and water. This
movement puts their health, safety and education at risk.
Over 20 million people, including 10 million children in
Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia, will need food and
water assistance.
20 million equals the combined populations of
Australia’s four largest states.
Crop harvests there have remained poor, more than nine
million livestock have perished, and water is scarce (see
photo at right). While climate is one driver, other factors
include conflict in the region, and the impact of the Ukraine
war on food prices and supplies. Additionally, international
agencies are having to stretch their resources over an
increasing number of crises across many continents.
AfP is the international humanitarian agency of the
National Council of Churches in Australia, of which the
Uniting Church is a member. It is seeking donations to
help their partners provide food assistance, clean water
and dignity kits to people in the Horn. More details are at
https://tinyurl.com/bdmppam3
Australian floods
We have recently read of the Murray-Darling Basin floods.
Victorian places affected include Seymour, SheppartonMooroopna, Echuca and Kerang. However, flood events
are also occurring to the north in the Riverina and Central
Western New South Wales.
The Uniting Church has established two emergency funds.
The Synod of Victoria and Tasmania’s Moderator’s
Emergency Response Fund was established in response
to the identified need and to be able to react quickly to
support communities in times of such major disasters as
bushfires, floods, and storms. More details can be found
at https://tinyurl.com/t6hun534
In addition, UCA President Rev Sharon Hollis established
the National Disaster Relief Fund Floods Appeal
to support communities across Australia impacted by
flooding. The President is encouraging congregations,
faith communities and people to consider donating to
the National Disaster Relief Fund to support projects and
assist affected communities in the long term.
Details are at https://tinyurl.com/byz2n8a6
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Women in Ethiopia waiting for water to
be trucked in. Women and girls walk
up to 10 hours to fetch water. Credit:
European Union; Silvya Bolliger 2022;
CC BY-ND 2.0

Christmas Bowl history
Each year we are reminded of
the Christians Bowl and invited
to make a contribution.
This practice started in 1949
when Victorian Rev Frank Byatt
put a Bowl of Remembrance
on his Christmas dinner table
and asked his family to place
a gift in it to “share your good
dinner with hungry children in
other lands.” He was compelled
to offer help to the starving
millions in war-ravaged Europe.
Forward to 2022, there are still
countless people who will benefit
from your donation. Keep a
look out for the Christmas Bowl
envelope, or go to this website:
https://christmasbowl.
actforpeace.org.au/
Geoff

Ministry
of flowers

BRASA
afternoon tea

Social Justice Calendar
December 2022
1

World AIDS Day

2

International Day for the Abolition of
Slavery

3

International Day of People with
Disability

5

International Volunteer Day

9

International Anti-Corruption Day

10

International Human Rights Day

23

1996: Wik Decision (Native Title)

January 2023
22

Day of Mourning Uniting Church

26

Survival Day (Australia Day)

Sign of
the times

On Sunday 2 October, St John’s and the
Bayside Refugee Advocacy and Support
Association, or BRASA, combined to present
a social justice event.
The speaker, Asher Hirsch, informed us of
the 14,000 refugees many of them detained
in Indonesia at our government’s expense.
The refugees are not permitted to work or
receive an education.
Asher showed a short video of Cisarua
Learning Centre which has been set up by the
children’s parents and community members.
The school is financed by paintings sold by
refugee artists and by Australian donors.
Greg Kinear brought along a number of
prints of their work and handmade bags for
sale. He is involved in fundraising to sponsor
refugees to go to Canada where they will be
mentored and supported by groups of five
Canadians.
Both men spoke with passion and care for
those refugees living in limbo after fleeing
conflict in their native homelands.
The BRASA website is
https://baysiderefugeesupport.org/
Alex

Christmas Carols
Sunday 18 December
at 7.30pm
Magpies in
Jasmine Street
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Op Shop Update
Volunteers

The Op Shop
volunteers
continue
supporting
the shop in
many
ways
welcoming
people to the shop, helping customers find
goods and managing the massive amounts
of donated items.
They have enjoyed a couple of Friday night
gatherings sharing stories and to celebrate
Kristi and Geoff’s birthdays (which fall on
the same day).
A couple of new volunteers have had trial
shifts and hopefully will join us on regular
shifts.
Most of the contributions people bring for
us to sell come through the front door. They
range from the people who have a couple
of books to people with multiple large bags.
Sometimes people with a large amount
to donate ask for a volunteer to pick up
from their home. A more unusual donation
came recently when a man walking along
the street at 6pm asked me for directions
to the nearest donation bin. I said I was
connected to a shop and would take them.
How fortuitous for us both!
We’re always investigating new ways to
connect people with items that we have or
better ways to recycle them. In researching
how to find an enthusiast for a 1949 wireless
we also found an outlet for a large collection
of electronics magazines that have been
waiting for a buyer for over six months!
We’ve also learned of Knit One Give One
which knits items to give away as an outlet
for wool and Boomerang Bags as an outlet
for dress fabrics. We’re now looking for
someone wanting to run cardmaking and
beading workshops to make good use of a
large donation of materials.
International Day of Peace
The shop windows
were blue to reflect
the berets of the UN
Peacekeeping forces.
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Considering the future
The Management Committee continues to
review progress on the six criteria defined
to determine whether to extend the lease
another twelve months.
1. Positive sales: volume and trend
Over the last couple of months sales have
slightly improved and income was more than
expenses. The Management Committee has
prudently decided to quarantine a buffer
to assist with possible future costs. It will
review making donations to charities at its
December meeting.
2. Adequate staff and volunteers
Most of our current volunteers are already
contributing the maximum hours they can
(some have capacity but are often needed
to help fill absences) so it is not possible to
extend opening hours at this stage.
3. Appropriate shop management/
volunteer supervision & training
All volunteers have been invited to share
their ideas and comment on their knowledge
of procedures to improve the functioning of
the shop.
4. Solid governance
All members of the Op Shop Management
Committee, consisting of Michael, Chair,
Gary, Secretary, Cathy, Treasurer, and Val
and Michael who volunteer in the shop, have
indicated that they are willing to continue
for another year.
5. Workable shopfront
Investigations of vacant shops in Glen
Huntly Road suggest that our current rental
rate is market value. The new owner has
indicated that he will keep the same rental
rate.
6. Benefits/Outcomes
Volunteers and customers continue to
have encouraging conversations creating
a positive atmosphere for all in the shop.
This led to the two new volunteers offering
their services.
While we haven’t been in a position to
make many financial donations we have
continued to support people in need and
asylum seekers through the donation of
clothing and household items. Over $700
worth of direct donations of clothing and
household goods to people in need have
been given away so far this year.
Cathy

Volunteering Award

David Southwick MP, the Liberal member
for Caulfield, recently invited community
organisations to nominate people for
Volunteer awards. In partnership with
Caulfield Park Bendigo Community Bank
12 groups were awarded $1000 for the
nominee’s organisation plus had a video
made about the person and the organisation
for their promotional purposes.

Recent events
Sunday Nite Live
Greg continues to lead Sunday Nite Live
on a monthly basis. October SNL was
augmented by seven members of the
Ormond congregation. In spite of being from
different parts of Glen Eira, each of us found
some connections with others present.
Friday Friends Lunch
Fridays Friends (FF) has been a regular
feature of the St John’s calendar. Before
COVID, FF was held monthly on a Friday
night. In each month, we patronised a local
restaurant. With the lifting of restrictions,
we changed to a daytime lunch visit still to a
local eatery. The last two venues have been
Mooks Cafe at 451 Hawthorn Road and Sapa
Rivers Restaurant at 803 Glen Huntly Road.
A period of conversation over a meal was an
enjoyable one. Stay tuned for future lunches.
Church Anniversary
Sunday 30 October marked 135 years since
the first meeting of Presbyterians at the
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The categories were:
• Arts, Culture and Heritage
• Community Support
• Education, Youth and Schools
• Emergency Services, Welfare, and Food
Relief
• Environment and Animal Welfare
• Health, Wellbeing and Spirituality
• Sport and Recreation.
Patricia nominated me and I, along with 45
other nominees, were awarded a Local Hero
Certificate. It was interesting to hear about
what other community groups are doing and
consider other groups we may connect to or
support.
Most of you would know I struggled with
this award but had acquiesced as I hoped to
show the community that St John’s is alive
and well, connecting with the community
through the Op Shop and our support of
Caulfield South Community House.
I feel as a Christian I do not have a choice
about being an active member in the
community as we are called to share God’s
love. We are given skills to use in God’s
service and our reward is in knowing that we
are part of God’s plan. I wonder what you
think?
Cathy
Caulfield Shire Hall. We commemorated this
occasion with congregational hymn singing,
a lunch . . .and of course the birthday cake
baked by Patricia (pictured).
Geoff

Have you read Pathfinder, Ormond Uniting
Church’s monthly newsletter? The latest
issue is in the East Room.

Greg’s European Journey
Good journeys are never what you anticipate.
It seems the best things are unexpected.
Every year bar COVID, a couple of therapists
who helped establish my field of interest
of narrative therapy and community work,
provide skills training over a week, at
Gimignano in Tuscany, Italy. I took up the
opportunity as the first of four weeks away.
People had been telling me how pretty
Tuscany is, and I certainly discovered that
was the case. The venue was in a hotel down
the hill from the old walled city.
from a nearby underpass as I did not want
to disturb Sarah. The men in Shep delighted
in telling me that I was about to get mugged
from behind. Which I was not.
The training helped inspire me in my practice,
and it was an honour to spend time with
leaders in the field. The food was great, and
we needed the walks up to the old city and
back to help burn off the calories from pasta
and sauces.
A highlight of the trip was a last minute ticket
to Verdi’s Requiem in the Cathedral of Pisa
which is next to the tower. I was put in a
seat just behind the orchestra, with the large
chorus on the left. It was a great experience.

I still managed a week in Ireland, in my
favourite places Dublin, Galway and the wilds
of The Cunnamulla in the North West.
Greg

Bible word
Wisdom
What was intended as a few days in London
visiting my niece, of whom I am very proud
as a young lawyer, turned into two weeks
due to a tangle with COVID.
As well as having a niece to keep an eye
on me, I felt lucky that Sarah’s apartment
is on Brick Lane, popular for its market,
second hand clothes shops, bars and general
vibrancy. Plenty to look down on and listen to
during isolation.
One of the memorable moments was
facilitating a men’s group in Shepparton via
zoom in the small hours of one morning,
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1 Kings 3:9–12 “Give your servant therefore
an understanding mind to govern your people,
able to discern between good and evil, for
who can govern this your great people? . . .
I now do according to your word.”
God had already given Solomon wisdom, and
yet Solomon takes the humble position of
knowing that there is much that he does not
know. He does not seem to suffer from the
overconfidence that we often fall prey to. He
is also recognising that God is the source of
the wisdom that he seeks. God has already
granted us so much, but we are asked to
acknowledge that fact. We, like Solomon,
have some, but God is the source of all good
and all wisdom, so more is available if we
recognise our own deficiency in faith.
Audrey

From the Broughtons
What a wonderful
surprise we had
at Scots-Memorial
Uniting
Church
last Sunday! With
great delight we
welcomed
Geoff
Paterson and his
cousin Liz to our
World Communion
Sunday service.
It is with real
pleasure that I
accepted
Geoff’s
invitation to bring
you up to date with
what Susan and I have been doing since we
left Elsternwick UC at Easter 2007.
A brief background for those whom Susan
and I have not met: I was a Police Officer
in the Queensland Police in the early 1990s.
A couple of incidents made me realise that
there was more to policing than enforcing
the law. Policing requires a very special type
of person, and a unique system of welfare
support for the officers. I became interested
in (in fact I felt called to) Police Chaplaincy. I
left the police to pursue theological training
with the Uniting Church. I never saw myself
as a parish minister, but God had other
ideas. In my penultimate year in college, I
completed an internship with the New York
Police Department Chaplains Unit, and a field
placement in St Andrew’s Uniting Church,
Mount Isa.
In the years following ordination, Susan, my
wife and amazing partner in ministry, and
I have ministered in churches in the Noosa
Coastal Parish, Glenorchy in Tasmania, and
Elsternwick.
It was while we were at Elsternwick that the
opportunity arose for me to realise my
dream of police chaplaincy. A number of our
lovely Elsternwick congregation attended my
induction into Victoria Police at the Academy
Chapel. Almost immediately, I was told to
make sure my passport was current, because
I was being posted to the International
Deployment Unit, and sent to the Solomon
Islands during the Regional Assistance
Mission (RAMSI). This entailed providing
chaplaincy to police officers from many
countries, as well as Australian Defence Force
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personnel on deployment to the Solomon
Islands. It was a challenging and busy twelve
months.
During the following year, the Senior
Chaplain for Victoria Police retired, and
I was fortunate enough to be offered his
position. I had a wonderful chaplaincy team
across Victoria consisting of 70 Christian
chaplains, from eight of the world’s major
faiths, and representatives from Australian
First Peoples spirituality. Recruiting, training
and maintaining this team was a very timeconsuming but rewarding part of the role. The
job was 24/7, demanding, draining mentally,
emotionally and spiritually, but fulfilling, and
the most wonderful and meaningful role in
supporting emergency services personnel on
the cutting edge of critical incidents.
After ten years it was time to retire. Or so I
thought! The position of Director of Mission
for Uniting AgeWell was advertised, and
following a couple of friendly chats I took the
role for the next three years. I enjoyed this
role and I met many beautiful people in their
twilight years. I have the highest admiration
for doctors, nurses, therapists, carers and
aged care workers.
Having this time in office work and aged
care facilities, I realised that I missed the
challenges, the ups and downs, the highs
and lows of congregational ministry, and felt
I wanted to get my feet back on the streets.
Again, following some friendly chats I was
made aware that Scots-Memorial in Hobart
was looking for a minister. Susan and I loved
our time at Glenorchy twenty years earlier,
and so we were delighted to accept the
position of minister at Scots.
The church is situated in the inner-city hub
of emergency services, Tas Uni., medical
and health facilities, and it has its own early
learning centre on site. Four choirs use
the church for practice and performances,
including the Choir of High Hopes, a wonderful
group of about forty disabled friends.
We are looking forward to celebrating Scot’s
bicentenary in 2024. We’d love an Elsternwick
visit!
I thank God for the wonderful people Susan
and I have met in our ministry journey, and
for the opportunity to share the gospel in
some remarkable parts of the world.
In Christian hope
Susan and John Broughton

News from Jill and Paul

From Paul
We enjoyed being part of the Congregation
last Sunday [30 October].
My initial impression on being in the Church
was that it was much brighter than I
remembered it and the “projector screen”
was bright also.
The company was very welcoming and
friendly and it was good to see many old
friends there as well as some new faces.
We thought “Jack Campbell’s Memorial” was
very well planned, neat and tasteful.
I am sorry that we had to leave rather
quickly as we had to get to a reunion picnic
of people from Jill’s first school (Woodstock,
Mussoorie, India).
23 past students and teachers attended this
picnic which was held in Jells Park, Wheelers
Hill, on a bright and warm afternoon. It was
a great surprise to Jill, to learn that about 70
ex-pupils and teachers live in the Melbourne
area.
Jill went there as a boarder, aged eight, and
was there for three years before her family
emigrated to Sydney in 1947, when the
Partition of India took place and Pakistan
was recognised as a separate country (Hindu
and Muslim basically).
I tell you all this to set the background of
Jill’s story to you, which will be a lot more
interesting than anything that I can tell you!
Very best wishes,
Paul
From Jill
Parents who could afford to send their children
to Hill Station Schools away from the heat of
the plains chose a school in Nini Tal, Shimla
or Mussoorie. My mother had her teacher
training at Woodstock, so that is where I was
sent, as a boarder, aged 8. Kanpur, where
my parents lived was an industrial city, on
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the Ganges, very polluted, extremely hot in
summer and I suffered from asthma. To get
to this School we took a long train journey to
Dera Dune and then a bus up winding roads
having many hairpin bends (not good if you
suffered from travel sickness), to Mussoorie
way up in the Himalayas.
Woodstock was started by Missionaries
(mostly from USA) for their children. Any
child could attend the School, if they were
prepared to go to Church!
You could study for American or British final
examinations for entry to university.
I attended Primary School for 3 years, both
before and during difficult times leading to
Partition. Mum and I came to Sydney for
my high schooling. Dad stayed in India for
another 3 years. I never picked up a US
accent, but my spelling was a problem at MLC
Ravenswood!! Five generations of my family
were born in India, having first come from
England and Holland. My grandfather and
father both worked in leather manufacturing
and during the Second World War turned
out thousands of pairs of boots for the Allied
Armies.
My DNA showed that I had some Portuguese
heritage from when Portugal had soldiers
in India and women were sent to be their
brides. I have fond memories of my time
in India, but I have never been back apart
from a day spent in Bombay aboard a P and
O ship bound for the UK in 1962. Most of
my classmates are in USA and a kind person
in the US keeps us up to date with the
news. It was wonderful to meet up with so
many people at the recent picnic who had
strong connections with Woodstock School,
this included ex pupils and staff. Some of
the Staff spent time there on an exchange
arrangement with Carey Grammar School
in Kew, Victoria. I of course, was the eldest
at the picnic. The School in India is now
Internationally well known with students and
staff from around the world.
My love and best wishes to you all.
Jill

Jill and Paul attended St John’s for many years
before their move to Blackburn.

Envirotip
In hot weather, check our bird baths with
fresh water plus a bowl at ground level for
small creatures.

Jack Campbell Peace Garden
The Jack Campbell Peace Garden was
dedicated on Sunday 25 September,
2022 when Lynette and Robyn
Campbell spoke about their father,
Jack. Other speakers were Andrea
Casey from St John’s, sculptor Louis
Balis, and Merv Ritter from the
Rotary Club of Caulfield. Rev Philip
Liebelt dedicated the garden.

Lynette Campbell: “I would like to introduce
Robyn Campbell, my sister who was also
able to attend today. I give apologies for my
siblings, Ross, Carol and Alistair Campbell,
all of whom were not able to be here today,
and also my mother, Felicitie, who would be
very honoured to be here, but is not well
enough unfortunately.
So the first thing I would like to say is
to express how humbled and honoured
Dad would be by this dedication and this
garden. I think there couldn’t be a more
fitting dedication for Dad, apart from his
extraordinary work for the community that
he did throughout his life. His rest and peace
time was always in the garden.
Whenever he was at home and you couldn’t
find him, you would find him in the garden.
Not usually sitting enjoying, but bending
over, weeding, and of course working, as he
always did, he never stopped working right
up until his final week.
He would be in the Op Shop every day, as you
all know. Collecting the money, sending the
money to various causes, helping, selling,
only ever getting annoyed when someone
tried to bargain the price down, which he
thought for heaven’s sake, it’s only five
dollars.
But he found joy in all that work as well,
he never had a complaint. Never a concern
about how much he did. Just always seemed
to be looking for more to do.
I am always amazed at how he managed to
cope with so many things. Whether it was a
Rotary meeting or a Church meeting, an Op
Shop meeting, there was always something
on. Something more to do.
What he achieved I think I didn’t really see
until his funeral here, almost five years ago
exactly, when some friends of mine came,
and they were absolutely amazed at the man
that he was, as of course they didn’t know
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Robyn and Lynette
Campbell

him at all, and came along to support me
and were inspired to do more with their own
lives, hearing about what Dad had achieved.
His legacy is an inspiration to us all.
I’ll pass to Robyn, and she is going to talk a
little about what St John’s has meant to us as
a family, throughout our lives.”
Robyn Campbell: “Thank you for having
us here today, I’ll just mention one more
memory about the garden.
I remember the last time I saw Dad at home
before he went into hospital. He was standing
in the living room looking out at this pot of
beautiful red, glowing flowers which the sun
was shining on. He was just marvelling at
that. Always marvelling at the wonders of
the world.
We came to live in Elsternwick when Lynette
and I were three and four years old, and
obviously he became involved in the church
here at that time and it became very
important in all our lives, a weekly part of
our lives growing up.
We hadn’t been christened and it was a
very special time, which both Lynette and I
remember as being one of our first memories,
of being christened in the front room of our
house, with Reverend Haddrick, who I know
Pauline will remember. I am not quite sure if
there are others who were here at that time.
We grew up coming to Sunday School here,
a very important feature of our life again
with the Carlin girls, and very fond memories
of coming to Church, going out to Sunday
School.
I always remember going to the narthex after
church and seeing Dad counting the money,
which of course he continued to do for many
years. I remember stacking up those twenty
cent pieces and the fifty cent pieces to the
two-dollar piles so they could all be counted
accurately.
Dad was always doing things for the church,

a bit like many others, the Carlins, the
Withers family and many who were involved
in my younger years and Audrey, who came
along later. Sorry, picking out a few faces
that I know, associated with memories for us
growing up here.
Dad continued at this for many, many years,
and as he continued through different aspects
of his life, not everybody was familiar with
the different things he was doing. We all
discovered different things about him because
he did them from the heart, for the people.
He wasn’t doing them for the appreciation.
He wasn’t always telling everybody about all
the different aspects of his life.

It is lovely to be here in this garden. Our
mother is staying in Victoria by The Park at
the moment. There are a couple of times
after I have been over there, it has been
really lovely to walk over here, and just come
to have a look at what you have done. It is a
lovely place just to stop for a while. That is a
lovely memory for Dad, and I will continue to
enjoy that from time to time, I hope many of
you do too, and the wider community. Thank
you.”
Lynette Campbell: “I would just like to
finish off to express thanks on behalf of all
my family for this beautiful garden and it’s
dedication to Jack.”

Guests to Peace Garden Dedication

Watching the Peace Garden Dedication
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Post-Dedication Luncheon

Church calendar
The Year of St Matthew
Revised Common Lectionary
One of the notable features of the New
Testament is that it is not one book but a
collection of books. Within that collection,
Christians, who are named after our allegiance
to Jesus the Christ, may be especially
interested in those books that deliberately
set out to tell the story of Jesus. We know
them as Gospels, a name deriving from Old
English words meaning ‘good’ and ‘story’ or
‘talk’, a translation of the Greek εvαγγέλιον,
Latinised as evangelium, and meaning ‘good
news’.
That four books tell the story of Jesus’ life,
teachings, death, and resurrection are
particularly noteworthy. Since the earliest
days of the church, there has been discussion
about why there is more than one such
account in the canon of the New Testament
and, conversely, why other similar books are
not included. Without wanting to re-litigate
the arguments of the early church in the
development of the canon, the task for the
modern preacher is to decide what it means
for us today that we have four such accounts
of Jesus’ life within our Scriptures. The idea
that this is primarily about providing extra
information – ‘filling in the gaps’ in one
account from another – might lead to an
instinct to harmonise the four gospels, trying
to draw together one ‘complete’ picture of
Jesus’ life drawn from the four sources.
However, even in the church’s earliest days,
this harmonising project was not generally
looked upon favourably. A much more
constructive approach sees that each of the
gospel writers was constructing an account
for a particular time and audience to address
specific concerns and explore particular
theological ideas that were of interest to
the writer’s audience(s). The contemporary
reader or preacher might ask, ‘What is the
unique picture of Jesus I gain from this
gospel? How is it similar, and how does it
differ from the other gospels? Are any of
this gospel’s specific themes and emphases
especially relevant to our current context
and circumstances?’
Some scholars believe the gospel of
Matthew was written at a time when the
Christian community was distancing itself
from an increasingly rabbinic form of
Judaism. In that setting, this gospel’s focus
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on Jesus’ interpretations of the law and
the prophets, and the robust arguments
with and condemnation of the ‘scribes and
the Pharisees’, could be seen as a way of
establishing the importance of maintaining
Jewish heritage to an increasingly gentile
Christian community or as an apologetic
making the case that the way of Jesus was
the true fulfilment of Jewish commitments
and practices. Perhaps it functions in both
these ways at once.
Most scholars also place the gospel of
Matthew within a time period when there was
significant upheaval for the Jewish community
in Palestine, with the repercussions of the
first Jewish Roman war (AD 66–73) and
the destruction of the Temple reverberating
throughout their society.
If this is the setting for the gospel of Matthew,
then it may have much for us to ponder in an
age when political polarisation is rife, where
interfaith dialogue is critical and where the
spectre of global warfare hangs closer to us
than for many years.
Rev Lindsay Cullen
National Consultant
Assembly Resourcing Unit
The months ahead
We continue in Advent in December up to
Christmas Eve. This is the season in which
the church recalls its hope and expectation
in the coming of Christ, past, present and
future.
Christmas season includes Christmas Eve
and Day and the twelve days of Christmas.
It recalls the stories of the birth and infancy
of Christ. The Church in this time celebrates
the wonder of the incarnation.
Epiphany Day on 6 January sees the start
of the Epiphany season which extends into
mid-February. In this season the Church
reflects on the manifestation of Christ to all
people.
The Feast of the Baptism of Jesus occurs on
the Sunday after Epiphany Day.
Epiphany Day readings are Isaiah 60: 1–6,
Psalm 72: 1–7, 10–14, Ephesians 3: 1–12
and Matthew 2:1–12.
The editors, Andrea, Patricia and Geoff,
thank all Link contributors this year.
Thanks to Colin for his proofreading. We
wish our readers a Merry Christmas and a
Great New Year in 2023.

St John’s Uniting Church, Elsternwick
Roster & diary Dates for December 2022 and January 2023
December

4 Advent 2*

11 Advent 3

18 Advent 4

25 Christmas Day

Leader

Rev L Dungan

Cathy McNicol

Rev L Dungan

Rev L Dungan

Lectionary
Readings

Is 11:1–10; Ps 72:1–7,
18–19; Rom 15:4–13;
Mt 3:1–12

Is 35:1–10; Ps 146:5–
10 or Lk 1:46b–55; Jas
5:7–10; Mt 11:2–11

Is 7:10–16; Ps 80:1–7,
17–19; Rom 1:1–7;
Mt 1:18–25

Is 9: 2–7; Ps 96;
Tit 2:11–14; Lk 2:1–14,
(15–20)

Prayer

Greg

Cathy

Michael

Audrey

Greeters

Raj

Wendy

Rhonda

Geoffrey

Readers

Don

Alex

Wendy

Patricia

Data Projector

Cathy

Michael

Greg

Cathy

Steward/Offering

Raj/Andrea

Colin/Cathy

Michael/Cathy

Audrey/Patricia

Morning Tea

Rhonda/Alex

Graeme/Bernii

Pauline/Colin

–

Flowers

Alex

Rhonda

Pauline

Audrey

January

1 New Year’s Day*

8 Baptism of the Lord

15 Epiphany 2

22 Epiphany 3

29 Epiphany 4

Leader

Rev L Dungan

Worship & Nurture

Rev L Dungan

Rev L Dungan

Karel Reus

Lectionary
Readings

Is 63:7–9; Ps 148;
Heb 2:10–18;
Mt 2:13–23

Is 42:1–9; Ps 29;
Acts 10:34–43;
Mt 3:13–17

Is 49:1–7; Ps 40:1–
11; 1 Cor 1:1–9;
Jn 1:29–42

Is 9:1–4; Ps 27:1, 4–9;
1 Cor 1:10–18;
Mt 4:12–23

Mic 6:1–8; Ps 15;
1 Cor 1:18-31; Mt 5:1–
12

Prayer

Patricia

Audrey

Patricia

Audrey

Greg

Greeters

Raj

Rhonda

Colin

Colin

Wendy

Readers

Don

Wendy

Alex

Geoffrey

Patricia

Data Projector

Geoffrey

Geoffrey

Geoffrey

Greg

Geoffrey

Steward/Offering

Andrea/Raj

Colin/Patricia

Andrea/Colin

Andrea/Patricia

Morning Tea

Alex/Pauline

Graeme/Bernii

Pauline/Pam

Patricia/Rhonda

Denise/Luchie

Flowers

Alex

Audrey

Rhonda

Pauline

Patricia

Andrea/Raj

Diary Dates
Diary
11 Sunday Nite Live at 7.00pm
18 Christmas Carols at 7.30pm
25 Christmas Day at 9.00am
Birthdays
11 Tim
22 Rod
31 Pam
* Holy Communion

Diary Dates
Diary
27 Friday Friends at 12.30
Birthdays

18 Lois
29 Audrey
* Holy Communion

